**SMS5B**

**Stackable Mic Stand with 10" Round Base**
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### Applications
The SMS5B is designed to be convenient to store and quick to set up. The unique base design allows up to six stands to be stacked on top of each other in a single 10" footprint. These high quality stands are ideal for use in schools, houses of worship, or any multi-use facility where microphone stands are needed.

### General Description
The SMS5B saves stage and storage space with its ability to stack as many as six units in a single 10" footprint. Now a single layer of microphone stands doesn’t need to take up a separate storage room, and space on stage is freed up because of the compact base design. Unit features a wide mouth opening and float pole design that, through slight rotation, can be easily stacked. The 5/8" and 7/8" diameter tubing is fully adjustable with a vertical extension ranging from 33" to 60½" heights. The SMS5B is available in non-reflective ebony.

### Specifications
- **Height Span**: 33" - 60½" (840mm - 1540mm)
- **Base Size**: 10" Diameter (250mm)
- **Tube Finish**: Ebony
- **Base Finish**: Ebony

### Features
- 2 Section Design
- Wear-Resistant Clutch
- Stackable Design
- Must Purchase in Masterpack Quantities of 6
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